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Abstract

Aberrant expression of the transcription factor double homeobox protein 4 (DUX4) can lead to a number of diseases including facio-scapulo-humeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD), acute lymphoblastic leukemia, and sarcomas. Inhibition of DUX4 may represent a therapeutic strategy for these diseases. By applying Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential Enrichment (SELEX), we identified aptamers against DUX4 with specific secondary structural elements conveying high affinity to DUX4 as assessed by fluorescence resonance energy transfer and fluorescence polarization techniques. Sequences analysis of these aptamers revealed the presence of two consensus DUX4 motifs in a reverse complementary fashion forming hairpins interspersed with bulge loops at distinct positions that enlarged the binding surface with the DUX4 protein, as determined by crystal structure analysis. We demonstrate that insertion of specific structural elements into transcription factor binding oligonucleotides can enhance specificity and affinity.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Facio-scapulo-humeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD) is the third most common muscular dystrophy with an estimated prevalence of 12 in 100 000.1 The disease is characterized by a progressive weakness of selected muscle groups (facial muscles, periscapular muscles, abdominal wall muscles, and tibialis anterior).2 FSHD is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner.3 In the majority of cases, the disease is linked to contractions of the D4Z4 repeat array in the 4q35 subtelomeric region of chromosome 4. People with fewer than 11 of these repeats are at risk of developing FSHD1.4-6 if, in addition, the D4Z4 contractions are located on a permissive chromosome containing a single nucleotide polymorphism creating a functional polyadenylation signal, leading to the expression of double homeobox protein 4 (DUX4),6,7 which in turn is deleterious for skeletal muscle cells.4,6,8-14 In rare cases, a digenic inheritance of a mutation in the structural maintenance of chromosomes flexible hinge domain containing 1 (SMCHD1) gene or in the DNA methyltransferase 3B (DNMT3b) gene and a permissive polyadenylation signal for DUX4 causes FSHD2, a genetic variant which is clinically indistinguishable from FSHD1.15,16

Double homeobox protein 4 is a double homeodomain (HD) transcription factor present only in placental mammals.17 DUX4 contains two homeoboxes, located at the N-terminus of the protein, which are responsible for binding to the DNA.18-20 The C-terminal domain is responsible for target gene activation and contributes to the cellular toxicity of DUX4 by interacting with histone acetyl transferase p300 and transcriptional coactivator CBP.18,21-25 DUX4 is benignly expressed in testis, thymus, and early germ line cells.9,26-28 In early development, DUX4 acts as a pioneer transcription factor and activates many genes associated with the major wave of zygotic genome activation as well as activation of endogenous retroviral elements.27,29-31

In addition to FSHD, DUX4 variants have been shown to be also pathogenic in other diseases. Translocations involving DUX4 causes subtypes of acute lymphoblastic leukemia,32-36 Ewing-like sarcoma,37-39 and rhabdomyosarcoma.40 DUX4 might be involved in other cancer types as well.41

Currently there is no curative treatment available for FSHD.42 Therapeutic strategies under development include small molecular compounds,43-44 the use of RNAi gene therapy, antisense oligonucleotides, or CRISPR-dCas9-based methods.46-48 We aimed to directly target the DUX4 protein using nucleic acid aptamers.

Aptamers are short oligomers consisting of either amino acids, DNA, or RNA, which are designed to bind to a variety of different biomolecules or whole cells.49-52 The utility of aptamers has previously been demonstrated in a number of applications such as in vivo biosensors, biomarker discovery, clinical drug discovery, and diagnostics (reviewed in 53,54). The first FDA-approved nucleotide aptamer based drug (Pegaptanib) was used for the treatment of neovascular age related macular degeneration.53,56,57 Meanwhile, several aptamer candidates have found their way into clinical trials. These include treatments of colorectal cancer, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and blood clotting diseases.53,58-60 Aptamers are selected from a library of random oligonucleotide sequences in a process named Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential Enrichment (SELEX).50

The SELEX-originated aptamers against DUX4, which we identified in this work had pronounced conserved secondary structures. The importance of a sequence-to-structure synergy was shown by an optimized DNA aptamer variant which had a nanomolar affinity toward DUX4. We discuss how these structural elements, in particular, bulge loops could be applied to other transcription factor targeted oligonucleotides. Also the development of treatment strategies against FSHD and other DUX4-mediated diseases might benefit from this study.61

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | SELEX materials

A randomized library consisting of the sequence: 5′-ATC CAG AGT GAC GCA (N45) TGG ACA CGG TGG CTT AGT-3′, and corresponding primers containing the sequences: 5′-biotin-ACT AAG CCA CCG TGT CCA-3′ and 5′-ROX-ATC CAG AGT GAC GCA GCA GCA-3′ as well as their equivalent untagged primers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Coralville, US-IA).

For the negative selection and partitioning step, Ni-NTA agarose beads were purchased from Qiagen (Hildesheim, Germany). The selection buffer (SB1) contained 50 mM of Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM of NaCl, 5 mM of MgCl2, 0.1% of BSA, and 0.1% of Triton X-100. Glutathione S-Transferase (GST) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, US-MO) and dissolved in SB1. For the quantitative PCR (qPCR) and melting curve analysis, a 5x Hot Firepol Evagreen master mix plus (ROX) was used (Solis BioDyn, Tartu, Estonia). qPCR experiments were performed on a StepOnePlus qPCR thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, US-CA). For the strand separation step, Nanolink streptavidin magnetic beads were purchased from Solulink (San Diego, US-CA). The beads were resuspended in strand separation buffer containing 50 mM of Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM of NaCl, and 5 mM of MgCl2. Sanger sequencing and next generation sequencing (NGS) were performed by Microsynth (Balgach, Switzerland) on an Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencer. Fluorescence measurements were performed on a M1000 Infinite plate reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). Fluorescein standard was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, USA-MO).

2.2 | Recombinant full-length DUX4 protein for SELEX

The coding sequence of DUX4 was amplified using human male genomic DNA (Promega, Madison, US-WI) and the
following primer: DUX4_for 5′-GCT CGA ATT CAT GGC CCT CCC GAC ACC CTC-3′ and DUX4_rev 5′-ACC CCT CGA GCT AAA GCT CCT CCA GCA GAG CCC G-3′. The PCR fragment was cloned into pGEX-4T-1 vector using the EcoRI and XhoI restriction sites. An Hexahistidine-Tag (His6) was added by reamplification of the coding region using DUX4_for primer as described above and pGEX_DUX4_rev 5′-ACC CCT CGA GCT AGT GTG GAT GTG GAT GAA GCT CCT CAA GCA GAG CCC G-3′ primer. The PCR product was cloned into pGEX-4T-1 vector for the SELEX procedure. Using BL21-RIPL cells, protein expression was induced with 0.1 mM of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) at an OD_{600} = 0.8-1, for 3-4 hours at room temperature. Bacteria were pelleted at 12 000g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet stored at −80°C. The pel- lant was thawed and lysed using lysis buffer (50 mM of Tris pH 8.0, 500 mM of NaCl, 1% of Triton X-100, 1 mM of β- mercaptoethanol [βME]) containing 1 mg/mL of lysozyme, 25 µg/mL of DNAsE, Complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland), and 50 mM of imidazole. After lysis by sonication using six short ultrasound pulses (10 s at 30 W) the lysate was centrifuged at 4°C for 10 minutes at 12 000g and the supernatant, containing GST-DUX4-His6, was collected. GST-DUX4-His6 protein was bound to Ni-NTA-Agarose (Qiagen, Hildesheim, Germany) by incubation at 4°C for 1 hour. Beads were washed twice using lysis buffer containing 75 mM of imidazole and protein was eluted using lysis buffer containing 500 mM of imidazole. After binding of the eluate to glutathione sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare, #17-0756-01) for 1 hour at room tempera- ture the beads were washed twice with wash buffer (50 mM of Tris-HCl pH 8, 150 mM of NaCl, 1% of Triton X-100, 1 mM of βME) and eluted with wash buffer containing 40 mM of reduced glutathione. The eluate was dialyzed against wash buffer over night at 4°C. Protein concentration was determined with a NanoDrop spectrophotometer using a BCA assay (Sigma). The purity of GST-DUX4-His6 was evaluated by means of SDS-PAGE. GST-DUX4-His6 aliquots were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C.

2.3 Recombinant full-length DUX4 protein for fluorescence assays (StrepII-SUMO-DUX4-His6)

The coding sequence of DUX4-His6 was subcloned into pTS2 vector (a gift from Yu-Zhu Zhang, Addgene plasmid #87798) using EcoRI and XhoI restriction sites, adding a StrepII-SUMO tag to the N-terminus of DUX4-His6. Protein expression was induced with 0.1 mM of IPTG in BL21-RIPL cells at an OD_{600} = 0.6-0.8 over night at room temperature. Bacteria were pelleted and lysed as described above using lysis buffer containing 10 µg/mL of avidin from egg white (Sigma Aldrich) without sonication. StrepII-SUMO tagged DUX4-His6 protein was bound to Strep-Tactin sepharose beads (IBA Lifescience, Göttingen, Germany, #2-1201) in columns for gravity flow purification. Beads were washed five times using buffer containing 100 mM of Tris-HCl pH 7.5 and 150 mM of NaCl. Protein was eluted with washing buffer containing 5 mM of desthiobiotin (Sigma Aldrich). The eluate was purified with Ni-NTA sepharose beads (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) packed in columns for gravity flow purification. Beads were washed three times using buffer containing 25 mM of imidazole, 50 mM of Tris-HCl pH 8, 500 mM of NaCl, 1% of Triton X-100, and two times using buffer without Triton X-100. StrepII-SUMO-DUX4-His6 was eluted using buffer containing 500 mM of imidazole, 50 mM of Tris-HCl pH 8, 500 mM of NaCl, 10 mM of EDTA. The eluate was dia- lyzed twice against 3 L buffer containing 50 mM of Tris-HCl pH 8, 150 mM of NaCl at 4°C. The dialyzed sample was concentrated 10x using Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassettes 10 000 MWCO (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, US-MA).

2.4 Selection of aptamers (SELEX)

For the selection of aptamers, a competitive binding approach was utilized to select aptamers against DUX4 and remove nonspecific GST binding aptamers. A 50 µL of DNA library (100 µM) was refolded by heating at 94°C for 10 minutes and cooling at a rate of 0.5°C. A negative selection was performed whereby 50 µL of NTA-beads were equilibrated in SB1 for 1 hour. The refolded random DNA library was mixed with 24 µg of GST in excess to a final volume of 200 µL in SB1 and incubated with intermittent shaking at room temperature for 1 hour. For the partitioning step, the GST-DUX4-His6 target transcription factor (50-250 nM) was added to the solution containing the refolded random DNA library, GST, and the mixture was left to reach equilibrium for 1 hour with intermittent shaking. The solution was incubated with 50 µL of equilibrated NTA beads to capture the GST-DUX4-His6-aptamer complexes for 1 hour with shaking. The beads were then washed with 1 to 7 times using 1 mL of SB1. Bound DNA sequences were then eluted by adding 100 µL of 7 M urea to the beads. The eluted DNA sequences were purified using a chloroform-phenol extraction followed by ethanol precipitation.

The recovered bound DNA library was reconstituted into 50 µL nuclease free water. A 20 µL PCR reactions were prepared containing 4 µL of 5x Hot Firepol Evagreen master mix plus (ROX), the forward and reverse primer (250 nM), 1-5 µL of the recovered bound DNA library.

The PCR mixtures were amplified using a two-step cycle of denaturing step at 94°C for 15 s and an annealing step at
68°C for 1 minute. A preparative PCR step to monitor the extent of enrichment was completed first using two samples and a negative control with a total of 35 cycles performed. The PCR reactions were then scaled up (16-32 samples) and the same cycling conditions used with the exception that the method was stopped at the point when the fluorescence signal appears to decrease. All samples including the negative controls were analyzed using remelting point analysis and consisted of a denaturing step at 94°C for 1 minute and, an initial annealing step at 55°C with a fluorescence signal measurement at every +0.5°C increment to 95°C. A 16 PCR reactions were pooled together and the ssDNA library was regenerated by strand separation. A 100 µL of magnetic streptavidin beads were incubated with the biotin tagged dsDNA PCR product for 1 hour with intermittent shaking. The forward strand was then separated by heating to 87°C for 3 minutes with shaking. The supernatant was retained by magnetic separation.

A total of 10 rounds was performed until an enriched library was obtained as determined from qPCR analysis and remelting analysis. The negative selection step was also incorporated into round 5 as described previously. The pools from the random library, rounds 3, 6, and 7 were amplified using the unlabeled primers and Vent polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, US-MA) followed by gel purification. NGS was performed by Microsynth on an Illumina HiSeq2000 instrument.

2.5 | Analyzing aptamer sequences

The raw data from round 7 of SELEX gained from the NGS was processed according to the workflow depicted in Figure 1A. In short, the paired and demultiplexed sequences were uploaded into the aptamer analyzing software collection AptaSUITE V0.9.43 (running on Java v1.8.0_92). After removing primer sequences by the software, the aptamers were clustered by implementing AptaCluster using the following parameters: randomized region size = 45, locality sensitive hashing dimension = 33, locality sensitive hashing iterations = 5, K-mer size = 3, edit distance = 5, K-mer cutoff iterations = 10 000. The top 350 list of aptamer clusters was selected according to cluster size of at least 10 reads. The aptamer families were analyzed for common motifs using MEME V5.0.5 with parameters for motifs occurring at any number of repetitions within the sequences, a gap opening penalty of 1, a gap extension penalty of 5, and an E-value limit of <0.05.

The sequences were subjected to DNA secondary structure prediction software UNAfold V3.8 adjusting to the following settings: 37°C, 150 mM of NaCl, and 5 mM of MgCl₂.64 Bioinformatical analysis and visualizations were performed using R V3.5.2 together with several R packages. The reproducible R code is supplied as R Markdown document in the supplement material (Supplementary R codes).

2.6 | Fluorescence polarization assays

Different concentrations of human recombinant StrepII-SUMO-DUX4-His6 protein (as described above) was diluted in dialysis buffer and added to 15 nM of FAM labeled test aptamer in 20 µL total volume with reaction buffer containing 50 mM of Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM of NaCl, 5 mM of MgCl₂, 0.1% of Triton X-100. 1 mM of dithiothreitol (DTT) in black 384 well microplates (Greiner Bio-one, Kremsmünster, Austria). Fluorescence polarization was quantified on a TECAN Spark microplate reader (SparkControl software V2.3, Tecan Group Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland) by optimizing the gain and Z position. G factor was calibrated using Fluorescein (Sigma, St. Louis, US-MO). Measurements were performed in four independent technical replicates using different recombinant protein batches. To calculate the fraction of bound FAM-labeled aptamer, a protocol described elsewhere was applied.65 The K_D was determined from nonlinear four-parameter regression analysis of the data using R package “drc” (V3.0-1).66,67

2.7 | TR-FRET competition assays

Aptamers were compared against 5'-Atto647N labeled aptamers as probes with sequences described in in Supplemental Table T1. The labeled aptamers were incubated with 1 nM of either StrepII-SUMO-DUX4-His6, 1 nM of PAX7-His6 (Creative BioMart, Shirley US-NA), or 15 nM of PROP1-cMyc-DDK(FLAG) (OriGene Technologies, Inc, Rockville, US-MD) recombinant proteins and various concentrations of test aptamers (Microsynth, Balgach, Switzerland) in an assay buffer containing 50 mM of Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM of NaCl, 5 mM of MgCl₂, 0.1% of BSA, 0.1% of Triton X-100, 1 mM of DTT, and 0.35 nM of MAb anti-6His Terbium cryptate Gold antibody (cissbio, Codolet, France) in white 384 well microplates (Greiner Bio-one, Kremsmünster, Austria) for 24 hours at 4°C. Donor fluorescence (340 nm/620 nm) and acceptor fluorescence (340 nm/665 nm) was quantified on a TECAN Spark microplate reader with a lag time of 100 µs and integration time of 300 µs at 37°C. Bioinformatical analysis was performed using the R package “drc”.66,67

2.8 | Crystal structure of DUX4 together with DNA aptamers

DUX4(15-155) was purified as reported previously.20 Two types of DNA substrates were used; a hairpin DNA aptamer (5’-GCT AAT CTA ATC AAC CGC AGG TTG ATT AGC CCA TTA GC-3’) and a blunt-ended counterpart (5’-GCG
TAA TCT AAT CAA CA-3′ annealed to 5′-TGT TGA TTA GCC CAT TAC GC-3′). These oligonucleotides were obtained from IDT. Purified DUX4(15-155) was mixed with ~1.5-fold molar excess of each DNA substrate at an approximate protein concentration of 7 mg/mL and dialyzed overnight against 20 mM of Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 0.1 M of NaCl, 1 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine at 4°C to assemble DUX4-DNA complexes. Crystals of the DUX4-DNA complexes were obtained by the sitting drop vapor diffusion method at 20°C, mixing 100 nL each of the sample and well solution to form the drops. The well solution consisted of 0.1 M imidazole-MES buffer, pH 6.0, 12% of Ethylene glycol, 20% of Glycerol, and 10% of polyethylene glycol (PEG) 4000 for the complex with blunt-ended DNA, and 0.2 M magnesium acetate, 20% PEG8000 and 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer pH 6.5 for the CCC-bulge/hairpin-loop aptamer complex. The crystals were cryoprotected by transferring to the cognate well solution supplemented by 25% of ethylene glycol and flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen.

X-ray diffraction data were collected at the NE-CAT beamline 24-ID-E of the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, IL) using the wavelength of 0.979 Å. Datasets were processed using XDS.68 Both crystal species suffered from severe anisotropy; the complex with the blunt-ended DNA containing a CCC insertion diffracted to 3.1, 2.7, and 2.3 Å along the *a*, *b*, and *c* axes, respectively, and the CCC-bulge/hairpin-loop aptamer/DUX4 complex diffracted to 3.2, 4.0, and 3.6 Å. The datasets were subsequently subjected to an ellipsoidal truncation and anisotropic scaling.69 Molecular replacement calculation was done with PHASER70 using the crystal structure of DUX4(15-155) bound to the canonical target DNA20 (PDB ID: 6E8C). Model building was performed using COOT71 and refinement using PHENIX.72 The data collection and model refinement statistics are summarized in Supplemental Table T2. Supplemental Figure S6 shows the two structures fitting with their corresponding 2mFo-DFc map at 1σ contour level.
3 | RESULTS

3.1 | SELEX approach with recombinant DUX4

In order to identify aptamers binding to DUX4 with high affinity, we conducted a SELEX experiment using recombinant DUX4. The SELEX procedure was performed using GST- and His6-tagged DUX4 and a library of single stranded oligodeoxy-nucleotides with randomized sequences in the center, flanked by constant primer regions on both sides. For the selection of aptamers against DUX4, we chose NTA-beads in the partitioning step. Negative selection steps in rounds 0 and 5, where the library was incubated with the beads only, was used to remove nonspecific binders. GST protein was added in excess to the binding buffer to prevent the selection of GST tag specific aptamers. The stringency of selection was increased from round 5 by decreasing the concentration of GST-DUX4-His6. In total, 10 rounds of selection were performed which was monitored by qPCR and remelting analysis.

The DNA pools from round 3, 5, 6, and 7 were sequenced using NGS. The aptamer sequences were fed into AptaSUITE software for preprocessing. As an increasing number of rounds of selection were performed, a decrease in the number of unique sequences were observed. This shows successful enrichment of high-affinity aptamers. The clustering of round 7 resulted in 350 cluster families containing more than 10 reads, while the most abundant cluster contained >11,000 reads.

3.2 | SELEX approach selected for aptamers with bulge loops

The aptamer cluster families were subjected to further bioinformatical analysis (Figure 1A). MEME, an ungapped de novo motif discovery software, was used for this purpose. In the motif search, the well-known DUX4 binding motif (Figure 1B) was detected as one motif. A second motif was discovered and identified as the reverse complementary counter motif.

We compared the two motifs from the SELEX approach with the published DUX4 logos from JASPAR database and its corresponding reverse complementary logo. The main differences were observed in the forward motif at the position T6 (5'-TAAYTAATCA'-3'), which is only slightly conserved in the JASPAR logo. The reverse SELEX motif (motif II) showed a weak conservation after position 7 (5'-TGATTARYTWW-3') compared to the JASPAR logo.

The two motifs occurred pairwise in almost 60% of the cluster families (Figure 1C,D). The tandem-wise occurrence and the reverse complementary character of the two motifs led us to conclude that hairpin-like DNA structures might be formed. The sequences were analyzed in more detail concerning their secondary structure using UNAFold software. The predicted structures of the first nine aptamers with the highest cluster size are shown in Figure 2A. The structure elements included bulge loops, hairpin loops, unpaired ends, interior loops, and stem parts (Figure 2B,C). A pronounced accumulation of hairpin loops at the center flanked by bulge loops and interior loops was observed. Paired stem part are scattered homogeneously along the aptamers except for the areas close to the ends. Here, mainly unpaired ends were present.

By manually mapping the DUX4 target motif onto the structures, we observed that the motifs occurred predominantly on base-paired regions. We hypothesized that single stranded structures like bulge and internal loops within the motif may impede motif analysis by MEME software. To confirm this, the unpaired regions (bulge loops, interior loops, unpaired ends, and hairpin loops), according to UNAFold software results, were excluded from the aptamer sequences. Subsequently, a second MEME search was performed with a stricter search profile. Now, up to two motifs with a length of 11 bases were allowed, based on the first search result. From the multiple foldings per aptamer cluster, generated by UNAFold software, only the foldings with the lowest ΔG value were considered for analysis. With that prerequisite, motif and bulge loop conservation was summarized. The corresponding R script applied for analysis can be found in the supplemental material (Supplemental R codes).

The motif conservation changed after excluding unpaired regions from the motif search by MEME (Figure 3A). From the former 11 bases motif, only 10 bases remained conserved. With minor changes on the remaining motif, the conservation of the last two dT in 5'-NTGATTARDTTT-3' increased strikingly by the removal of unpaired regions. In addition, position 4 of the forward motif gained a higher conservation of pyrimidines (5'-AAHYTAATCAN-3').

We asked whether secondary structures like bulge loops were enriched at certain positions of the DUX4 motif. The data showed that the bulge loop distribution within the forward and reverse motifs differed strikingly (Figure 3B). The forward motif allowed the occurrence of predominantly single nucleotide loops. Nevertheless, a large portion of aptamers did not contain loops in this motif. The reverse complementary motif had a distinct preference for loops between position 8 and 9 (5'-NTGATTAR[loop]DTT-3'). The size of the loops is mostly from one to four nucleotides. In contrast to the forward motif, only a minority of aptamers are lacking loops in the reverse motif, indicating the importance of the loops especially in the reverse DUX4 motif.

Concerning the sequence of the bulges, from the aptamers containing the reverse motif, the single base loops between position 8 and 9 lacked guanosines (Figure 3D). Larger loops consisted mainly of pyrimidines. In the less conserved loop in the forward motif between position 7 and 8 (5'-AAHYTA[loop]TCAN-3') also mainly pyrimidines were found (Figure 3C).
The top nine list of SELEX aptamers, according to the cluster size calculated by AptaSUITE, has been tested in time-resolved fluorescence energy transfer (TR-FRET) assays to confirm their ability to bind to DUX4. SELEX aptamers #1, #2, and #5 had the lowest IC50 in competition assays against a template aptamer as probe (Figure 4).

In summary, the SELEX procedure selected for aptamers that contained two motifs that potentially base-pair each other in a hairpin structure. The double stranded motif confirmed the well documented DUX4 target motif. Furthermore, the aptamers included bulge loops at distinct positions. Loops between position 8 and 9 of the reverse complementary DUX4 motif were most conserved and consisted predominantly of pyrimidines.

### 3.3 Bulge loop conservation for the optimization of aptamer backbone

In order to confirm the findings from the SELEX approach and to obtain a putative high-affinity aptamer sequence by applying the findings of the SELEX, a new set of DNA aptamers was tested (see Supplemental Table T1 for sequences). TR-FRET competition assays were performed to compare the affinity of different aptamers. The labeled probe included the consensus DUX4 binding motif in a hairpin backbone.

The optimal bulge loop position was examined. With a loop containing two unpaired deoxycytidines, every position in the 11 base pair long forward and reverse JASPAR DUX4 binding motifs was tested (Figure 5A,B). We observed that in the forward motif, positions 2-6 were not allowing any bulges from the given size and sequence without substantial loss of affinity. Bulge loops were only tolerated at position 8. However, the introduction of bulge loops in that position did not further increase the affinity in comparison to the backbone aptamer without loops. In the reverse motif, only loops at position 7 were allowed and led to a pronounced decrease in the IC50 compared to the backbone aptamer without loops (Figure 5B).

Regarding the optimal size of the bulge loops, position 8 in the forward or position 7 in the reverse motifs were tested.
with bulge loops from one to up to five unpaired deoxycytidines in size. In the forward motif, one to four bases large loops were tolerated (Figure 5C). In contrast to that, for the reverse motif, every loop size led to a lower IC50 value compared to the template aptamer without loops, with an optimal length of three deoxycytidines leading to a 10-fold increase in affinity (Figure 5D).

Variations in the bulge loop sequence were analyzed. Deoxycytidines and deoxythymidines were superior to deoxyadenosines and deoxyguanosines in both motifs (Figure 5E,F). The forward motif benefited from both dC, dG, and dT loops of size of one nucleotide (Figure 5E). The dinucleotide loop dCdC as well as the mixed variant dCdT were tolerated. A sequence consisting of dTdC and other permutations decreased the affinity. In the reverse motif, a dT triplet was tolerated but triple-dC were more advantageous concerning affinity (Figure 5F). Triple-dG and triple-dA increased the IC50 values.

The second triplet of the DUX4 motif (5′-TAATTTAATCA-3′) is not well conserved. Because, we found a conservation of pyrimidines in the middle position of the triplet in the SELEX aptamers as well as a pronounced conservation of T in the last position (5′-AAHYTAATCAN-3′), we wanted to test if this triplet had an impact on the affinity. First, we found—by varying the sequence by permuting pyrimidines and the corresponding purines in the reverse motif—that there was a

**FIGURE 3** DUX4 preferentially binds to aptamers with bulge loops at certain positions. A, Sequence logos found by MEME after removing unpaired regions. MEME search parameters were adjusted to find two motifs of the size of 11 bases: forward DUX4 motif (top panel) and reverse DUX4 motif (bottom panel). B, Abundance and size of loop structures (bulge loops and interior loops) within the two motifs is depicted as counts. “No loop” bars represent aptamers in which the corresponding motif lacked unpaired structures. (C + D) Loop sequence abundance of only loops with up to four bases in size are displayed as circular plot. The sequences are read from the inside (5′-end) to the outside (3′-end). Bars indicate the last letter of the sequence. Examined loop position is located in the forward motif between base position 7 and 8 (C), and in the reverse motif between base 8 and 9 (D) (indicated as black bar in logos at top right corner). Counts are indicated as color hue according to the legend (bottom left corner). Circles indicate size category of the loop with lowest circle single base loops and outmost circle as four base loop. Bar size indicates relative abundance across the corresponding loop size category with highest bars represent most abundant sequence of that loop size. List of top five sequences (Seq) irrespective of size category found at the loop location is depicted as table at the right top corner.
sequence preference toward CCT (Figure 5G). CTT and TCT were comparable in this regard and displayed the next best sequence variants with roughly 3-fold difference to CCT in their IC50 values.

The synergy of bulges at position 8 in the forward, at position 7 in the reverse motif, and sequence variations in the second triplet of the motif were assessed (Figure 5H). Starting from the backbone aptamer, the introduction of an unpaired base triplet at position 7 of the reverse motif gave a substantial affinity boost of 20-fold, but only in combination with a CTT mid-section triplet. The same loop with a TCT or CCT triplet gave rise to aptamers with lower affinity. The addition of a second bulge of one or two deoxycytidines in the forward motif at position 8 decreased the affinity independently of the size of the loop slightly by almost 2-fold.

In summary, the introduction of bulge loops exclusively in the reverse motif at a distinct position is advantageous and was in accordance to the findings of the SELEX result. Small loops in the forward DUX4 motif were tolerated but decreased the affinity benefit of loops in the reverse motif slightly. Also the non-conserved mid-section triplet had a strong impact on the affinity boost of the loops in the reverse motif. In total, the mid-section triplet and bulge loop can influence each other mutually.

### 3.4 Sequence variants mediated changes in the affinity are proportional to DNA shaping parameter alterations

In order to explain the higher affinity of aptamers with certain mid-section triplets, DNA shaping was examined. The average intra-base pair (shear, stretch, stagger, buckle, propeller twist [ProT], opening), inter-base pair parameters (shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll, helix twist), and minor groove width were predicted per nucleotide position of selected aptamers using the R package DNAshapeR.77 The shape values per position and aptamer were correlated against the IC50 values of the corresponding aptamers (Supplemental Figure S5). The aptamer selection was taken from the triplet permutation experiment in Figure 5F. The parameter ProT at aptamer position 9, as well as base tilting between positions 7 and 8 were proportional to the IC50 values of the corresponding aptamers (Figure 6A,B). The changes in the predicted shape parameters between the CCT- and the TTC-triplet containing aptamers are 3.95° for inter-base pair tilt between positions 7 and 8 and 0.66° for intra-base pair ProT at position 9.

### 3.5 Simple optimization steps led to an aptamer with nanomolar affinity

The K<sub>D</sub> value of the aptamer with the lowest IC50 value of the tested aptamer set, 5′-GCT AAC TTA ATC AAC CGC AGG TTG ATT AGC CCA TTA GC-3′, was quantified by using fluorescence polarization assays. After correcting for non-specific binding of the DUX4, a K<sub>D</sub> value of approximately 20 nM for this particular aptamer was calculated (Figure 7). The validity of the signal was further confirmed by experiments with a scrambled variant of the aptamer, reaction buffer containing 6 M of urea, or fluorescein without aptamer as negative control (Supplemental Figure S3A). The affinity was further affirmed by gel shift assays (Supplemental Figure S3B,C).

### 3.6 DUX4 aptamers can also bind to PROP1 but spare PAX7

To validate the specificity of the DUX4 aptamer, different transcription factors were tested for their ability to bind to the aptamer. Prophet of pit-1 (PROP1) and paired box protein Pax7 (PAX7) were chosen as representative transcription factors (Figure 8D). PROP1 has a comparable DNA binding motif as DUX4 with a base difference at position 10.78 PAX7 is known to act as a competing transcription factor in skeletal muscle. Overexpression of PAX7 can prevent DUX4 toxicity in C2C12 cells.79 In FSHD cells PAX7 target genes are repressed.79,80 Replacing the HDs of DUX4 with the
Figure 5: Comparing aptamer variants as part of an optimization process using TR-FRET assays. Different rationally designed aptamers were compared against a labeled template aptamer. IC50 values ±95% confidence interval gained by four-parameter logistic curve fitting of different data points are displayed (curves displayed in Supplemental Figures S1 and S2). NA: IC50 not measurable because data points indicated an IC50 > 10 µM. A, The position of a double-dC loop was varied on the forward DUX4 motif. Brackets indicate identical aptamers. B, The position of a double-dC loop was screened on the reverse DUX4 target motif. C, Loop size of a dC loop was varied from a single base to 5x dC on the forward motif. D, Loop size of a dC loop was varied from a single base to 5x dC on the reverse motif. E, Selected sequences of single base and double base loops were tested on the forward motif between A8 and T9. F, Base composition of a triple base loop between G7 and A8 of the reverse motif was examined. G, The triplet sequence after A3 of the forward motif was varied by permuting dC and dT. The reverse motif was altered correspondingly to retain base pairing. H, Bulge occurrence at two positions of the DUX4 motif in combination with three selected base triplets after A3 on the forward motif were tested.

Figure 6: DNA shaping parameter tilt and propeller twist (ProT) are proportional to mid-section triplet (5’-TAANNNAATCA-3’) alterations. The two DNA shaping parameter base tilt (A) and ProT (B) were displayed for the forward motif of the DUX4 aptamer while permuting the pyrimidines of the second base triplet of the motif (CCT, TCT, CT, TTT, CTC, TCC, CCC, TTC). The sequences were sorted by increasing IC50 values (dark blue to yellow). The DNA shape values were predicted using the R package DNAshapeR.
corresponding domains of PAX7 lead to a fully toxic DUX4 mutant. The binding motif of PAX7 is only 10 bases long and contains a major difference at position 9 in comparison to the analogous position in the DUX4 motif. Different aptamer variants (Figure 8E) were compared in TR-FRET assays with the recombinant proteins PAX7, PROP1, and DUX4 together with labeled hairpin aptamers, containing the corresponding target motifs, as probes.

The PAX7 aptamer as probe bound by PAX7 protein was displaced by the unlabeled PAX7 aptamer at nanomolar concentrations (Figure 8B). DUX4 and PROP1 aptamers had IC50 values in the micromolar range. The tested aptamers also included PAX7 aptamers with single base exchanges to bases matching the DUX4 target motif. These aptamer variants should show if the positions could cause higher specificity for DUX4 by decreasing the affinity for PAX7. It was tested whether T4 of the PAX7 motif (5′-TAATCGAATTA-3′) can be replaced by a dC, which is in accordance to the productive CTT DUX4 mid-section triplet. The exchange of T9 of PAX7 motif (5′-TAATCGAATTA-3′) by dC would resemble the second homeobox binding site of DUX4 (5′-TAACTTAATCA-3′). Both base exchanges dramatically decreased the affinity to PAX7. Also the PROP1 aptamer had an IC50 in the micromolar range although, except for the length and the linker sequence, it had identical homeobox binding site sequences as the PAX7 aptamer.

In order to assess the specificity of DUX4 to other sequences, an aptamer with bulge loop at the beneficial position and the advantageous mid-section triplet CTT were used as probe (Figure 8C). The tested Loop-containing DUX4 aptamers had IC50 values in the low nanomolar range. PROP1 aptamers, any PAX7 aptamers, and DUX4 aptamers without bulge loops had IC50 values in the micromolar range.

Because bulge loops on DUX4 aptamers also increased the affinity for PROP1, we summarized the bulge loop effect for different TR-FRET assays of this work (Figure 8F). The differences of the IC50 values between CTT-aptamers with and without loops were compared in experimental TF-FRET assays with different recombinant proteins. In summary, the affinity gain caused by the bulge loop was highest for DUX4 with about 21-fold and only 5-fold for PROP1.

In conclusion, bulge loops can influence the specificity of aptamers toward one transcription factor or the other. The affinity loop in the DUX4 aptamer can increase specificity in favor of DUX4 and disfavor of PAX7 and PROP1.

### 3.7 The loop sequence is not essential for the affinity effect

It was examined if the bulge loop of the DUX4 aptamers can be replaced by different types of spacers (Figure 9). TR-FRET competition assays were used to compare aptamers containing the TCT triplet without loop, with triple-dC loop, abasic loop, or aliphatic C3 spacers between the phosphates of the DNA backbone. Both abasic and C3 spacer loops had only marginally higher IC50 values compared to the triple-dC loop containing aptamer.
The nucleobases of the loop sequence are not essential, and therefore, expendable for the affinity effect caused by this bulge loop.

3.8 Preference of bulge loop position can be explained by the protein structure

In an attempt to explain why bulged DNA aptamers are superior to simple hairpin-aptamers containing only the DUX4 target sequence, it was hypothesized that maybe the bulge loop causes a pre-bending or kinking of the DNA at the site of the bulge loops as observed for 5x-dA bulge loops. Although the bending might be only subtle for small triple-dC loops, as seen by molecular dynamics predictions with dT-bulges, it has to be examined if the overall conformation of the DNA is changed during binding to DUX4.

In order to further analyze why bulge insertions into the DUX4 binding motif enhance binding affinity, we performed structural analysis of the DUX4-aptamer complex. A crystal structure of DUX4 double HDs in complex with a DNA aptamer, which contains the CCC insertion in the DUX4 target motif and a GCA hairpin loop connecting the complementary DNA strands, was determined at 3.2 Å resolution (Figure 10A). The overall structure of the DUX4-aptamer complex is very similar to that of the DUX4-canonical target DNA complex reported previously. However, as expected, the DNA strand at the site of CCC insertion deviates significantly from the canonical B-form and forms a bulge that is extruded from the double helix. The CCC bulge projects out from the major groove that accommodates the recognition helix (α3) of the first homeodomain (HD1) (Figure 10B) and makes unique contacts with the C-terminal end of the α3 helix; Arg79 and Arg80 interact with the extrahelical cytosine base at the first and third position of the 5′-CCC-3′ bulge, respectively. In addition, Arg76 is hydrogen-bonded to a backbone phosphate group at the 3′ end of the bulge, which has the non-bridging oxygen atoms facing inward of the double-helix and toward α3 due to the backbone distortion. Furthermore, van der Waals contacts between deoxyribose moieties appear to stabilize the sharply bent, compact structure of the DNA bulge. These structural features may explain the enhanced affinity conferred by a position-specific bulge insertion.

We also determined a crystal structure at 2.3 Å resolution of DUX4-HDs bound to an aptamer variant, which contains the CCC insertion as above but lacking the GCA hairpin...
loop, assembled from two DNA strands. This structure again shows overall high similarity to the canonical DUX4 HDs-DNA complex. However, the CCC insertion unexpectedly serves as a cross-over linker and allowed the DNA strands to be swapped between two complexes, generating a Holliday junction DNA (Supplemental Figure S7). The result suggests flexibility of the CCC bulge motif and dynamic nature of the DUX4-DNA interaction.

4 | DISCUSSION

Here, we demonstrate that DUX4-binding DNA aptamers generated by SELEX, using fully randomized single stranded oligonucleotides, form hairpin aptamers that present the consensus DUX4 binding motif and its reverse complementary sequence in the double stranded stem part. Motif analysis of this double stranded part revealed high similarity to the known consensus motif identified in several other studies.26,27,74 Interestingly, we identified an enrichment of bulge loops at distinct positions within this motif, which enhances the binding activity of the aptamers to DUX4. Binding experiments with rationally designed aptamers revealed the importance of certain sequence and structural elements on binding affinity. The integration of bulge loops at distinct positions within the binding motif can also enhance specificity as demonstrated by using transcription factors with related binding motifs.

4.1 | Bulge loops enhance binding affinity by increasing interaction surface

The crystal structure revealed that the bulge loop interacts with DUX4 protein by enlarging the interaction surface leading to an enhanced affinity. The bulge loop is pointing outward of the DNA helix and is forming additional contact sites with the C-terminal end of the α3 helix. The interaction involves base-specific as well as DNA backbone contacts. The importance of base-independent interaction was confirmed by replacing the triple-dC loop with aliphatic spacers, which showed that the interaction of DUX4 with the bulge loops—in large part—is dependent on a sequence-unrelated interaction with the phosphate backbone.

4.2 | Binding motif sequence

At least one variant of the DUX4 consensus motif was found in 96% of the examined aptamer clusters. Apparently, the SELEX selected aptamers bind preferentially to the DNA binding site of DUX4 and not to other epitopes of the protein. Even though the provided library consisted of single stranded DNA oligomers without pre-specified structure or sequence.

The identified sequence motif resembles the known consensus DUX4 binding motif26,27,74 with a minor exception, in that the base T6 (5′-TAATTT AATCA-3′) showed a high degree of conservation. We could show that this position had a pronounced effect on the affinity. Aptamers with certain triplets, like CCT, TCT, and CTT, had higher affinity than other permutations, as previously observed.74 In our study, the DUX4 motifs are presented in a hairpin structure in comparison to high-throughput SELEX, where the motifs are present on a double stranded duplex structure. Slight differences in the helical structure of these two oligonucleotide variants may be the reason for the observed discrepancy in sequence conservation. In addition, the prediction of DNA shape parameters of different variants of this triplet, shows that some parameters of certain base positions are proportional to the affinity of the aptamers, potentially leading to a beneficial conformation of the DNA for binding to DUX4.
Surprisingly, bulge loops and the triplets acted synergistically on the affinity. The highest affinity gain of a loop insertion at position 7 of the reverse motif was in combination with a CTT triplet. The resulting aptamer had an affinity at the low nanomolar range as found by fluorescence polarization assays and confirmed by gel shift assays. This affinity is comparable to the EC50 of the FDA approved RNA-aptamer Pegaptanib that is already in clinical use.56,57

Concerning specificity of this triplet and the affinity loop containing aptamer, we tested two representative transcription factors, PROP1 and PAX7, with similar target motifs as DUX4. The PROP1 target motif contains a T instead of a C (in DUX4) at position 10.78 PROP1 is a homeobox transcription factor that is expressed early during development and exclusively in the pituitary gland.84 Mutations that affect the DNA binding of PROP1 are associated with pituitary hormone deficiencies.85,86 This small difference in the target sequences between PROP1 and DUX4 caused a difference in the IC50 values of almost two orders of magnitude of the corresponding motif-containing aptamers. Therefore, PROP1 has a low affinity for our DUX4 aptamer. Bulge loop insertions increased the affinity of aptamers for PROP1 especially pronounced in combination with a TCT triplet, but to a lesser extent than seen for DUX4. Therefore, the CTT triplet is beneficial in terms of affinity and specificity toward DUX4.

PAX7 is considered to be a counter-player of DUX4 that is able to compete against the same target genes.10,79,80,87 Furthermore, PAX7 target gene repression can be considered as a biomarker for FSHD and overexpression of PAX7 can rescue DUX4 cellular toxicity in DUX4 expressing cells.10,79,80,87 Therefore, it was expected that PAX7 is able to bind DUX4 aptamers with comparable affinity keeping in mind that the PAX7 binding site is one base shorter than that of DUX4. However, in contrast to PROP1, we could show that PAX7 is binding only weakly to DUX4 aptamers.

It would be worthwhile to test whether the affinity gain toward DUX4 caused by loops at certain regions would sufficiently outcompete the affinity for other transcription factors as seen for PROP1 and PAX7, as representative transcription factors with highly similar binding sequences. PAX7 is not only one of the most important beneficial counter players of DUX4 concerning function and tissue expression, but is also essential for muscle regeneration, and therefore, potentially relevant to disease.18,79,88 In this regard, the aptamer developed in this work provided sufficient specificity and affinity to DUX4.

### 4.3 | DUX4 aptamers and their potential for development of therapeutic strategies

To our knowledge, this work is the first to describe the impact of bulge loops within transcription factor binding sites contained in DNA aptamers. However, the insertion of bulge loops to increase the affinity of aptamers towards a target protein is not new. It has been shown, for instance, that the bulge loops in DNA aptamers against streptavidin are critical for the
affinity.\textsuperscript{89} Bulge loops can also occur naturally in structural elements of RNA which are known to be recognized by RNA-binding proteins.\textsuperscript{90} In genomic DNA, bulge loops are considered as erroneous structures and trigger repair mechanisms.\textsuperscript{91,92} For instance, the tumor suppressor protein p53, a hub and activator of stress response for many types of stress including DNA damage, is known to bind preferentially to triple-dC bulged DNA structures.\textsuperscript{93,94} Apart from that, bulge loops can also occur naturally at certain genomic repeat regions.\textsuperscript{95}

One possible strategy to impede transcription factor functions is the use of double stranded oligodeoxynucleotide decoys. By mimicking a DNA binding site, these molecules selectively bind to their corresponding transcription factor and prevent it from binding genomic DNA and regulating its target genes.\textsuperscript{96} Clinical trials have been started initially to evaluate the therapeutic potential of several decoys; for example, NF-κB decoys for the treatment of facial atopic dermatitis or Signal Transducers and Activators of Transcription (STAT3) decoys to treat head and neck squamous cell carcinoma.\textsuperscript{96-98} The spectrum of modification of these decoys was mainly limited to chemically modified nucleotides or circularization to form dumbbell shaped molecules in order to increase resistance against nuclease degradation.\textsuperscript{99-101} The insertion of structural elements like bulge loops into decoys may lead to superior affinity to compete with natural binding sites within the genome.

In summary, we identified hairpin aptamers with bulge loops at distinct positions within the DUX4 binding site. We successfully improved the affinity as well as specificity of these DNA aptamers by optimizing the bulge loop length and sequence as well as the sequence of the stem part. This approach can also be applied to oligonucleotide-based strategies targeted against other transcription factors, especially if oligonucleotide decoys are developed for therapeutic applications.

5 | CONCLUSION

The bioinformatic analysis of SELEX-generated DNA aptamers against the transcription factor DUX4 revealed that new biochemical features can be modeled onto transcription factor binding sites. We have shown that a bulge loop at a distinct position within the binding motif strongly increases the affinity of the aptamer. Specificity can be customized by small changes of the motif at non-conserved regions with mild consequences on the affinity toward DUX4. Such sequence and structural alterations may improve the impact of current therapeutic strategies like transcription factor oligodeoxynucleotide decoys. In addition, the bulge loops can potentially act as platforms for chemical and biological modifications that could be conducing not only to study protein-DNA interaction, but also for therapeutic purposes.
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